
 

Independence Day  

Writing Lesson 
by Kerry Beck 

 

 

As you celebrate Independence Day on July 4, take some time to write about the author of the 

Declaration of Independence. 

This writing lesson is best used in conjunction with Unit 6 of Teaching Writing Structure & Style as it 

teaches how to write a report from multiple resources.  Your students will learn how to write a fused 

outline so the information they include in a final draft is in their own words.   

NOTE: You have permission to make copies for your family only.  If you want to use this in a co-op or 

classroom with other families, please contact the author (Kerry@CurriculumConnection.net)  

http://howtohomeschoolmychild.com/iew/teaching-writing-structure-style/
mailto:Kerry@CurriculumConnection.net


Assignment 
1. Find at least 2 resources about Thomas Jefferson’s life.  (You may 

choose another signer of the Declaration of Independence if you like).  

Resources should be at or below your student’s reading level.  In 

other words, don’t make this a reading comprehension lesson.  

Reading & understanding should be easy for your students.   

 

2. Resources may include encyclopedia, short children’s books (such as 

Meet Thomas Jefferson), your history textbook, a reference book or 

internet article.  You may have only 1 internet resource. 

 

3. Depending on your student’s age & writing ability, they will write a 1-paragraph  or 3-paragraph 

report about Thomas Jefferson.   

 

4. Read the resource(s) gathered.  Take notes about Thomas Jefferson. 

 

5. Think of several topics.  Choose one topic if writing 1-paragraph.  Choose 3 topics if writing 3-

paragraphs. 

 

6. For 1-paragraph papers: 

 

a. Review each resource and write an outline using  Key Word Notes 1.   

b. Limit your notes from your source to a maximum of 5 details. 

c. Once Key Word Notes 1 is complete, make a Fused Outline by choosing details from 

your  Key Word Notes that are important or most interesting facts to your students. 

d. Use a maximum of 5-7 details for your topic. 

e. Complete the Fused Outline by writing 3 words for the topic sentence (1st sentence) 

and 3 words for the clincher sentence (last sentence) 

f. The clincher sentence (last sentence) repeats or reflects 2-3 keywords of the topic 

sentence. 

  

7. For 3-paragraph reports: 

a. Review each resource and write an outline using  Key Word Notes 1 about your 1st topic.  

b. Limit your notes from each source to a maximum of 5 details from each source. 

c. Once Key Word Notes 1 is complete, make a Fused Outline by choosing details from 

your  Key Word Notes that are important or most interesting facts to your students. 

d. Use a maximum of 5-7 details for your topic. 

e. Complete the Fused Outline by writing 3 words for the topic sentence (1st sentence) 

and 3 words for the clincher sentence (last sentence) 



f. The clincher sentence (last sentence) repeats or reflects the idea of the topic sentence.  

In your keyword outline, 

g. Repeat steps a-d twice.  This will give you 2 more paragraphs about other 2 topics. 

 

8. Practice the style exercises and have your students be sure all stylistic techniques are included in 

every paragraph. 

 

9. Write a rough draft  from your Fused Outline. 

 

10. Create a title for your report from the final sentence. 

 

11. Proofread your composition, making sure you included all the elements of structure  & style.  

Get a second opinion, if possible.  This can be your Dad or teacher.  When you are satisfied, 

prepare a final draft. 

 

12. Use the checklist to show that you have completed this assignment. 

 

 

 

 

  



Key Word Notes 
Topic:  ________________________________________________ 

 

Source 1:  ______________________________________________ 

 

1. ________________________________________________ 

 

2. ________________________________________________ 

 

3. ________________________________________________ 

 

4. ________________________________________________ 

 

5. ________________________________________________ 

 

6. ________________________________________________ 

 

7. ________________________________________________ 

 

Source 2:  ______________________________________________ 

 

1. ________________________________________________ 

 

2. ________________________________________________ 

 

3. ________________________________________________ 

 

4. ________________________________________________ 

 

5. ________________________________________________ 

 

6. ________________________________________________ 

 

7. ________________________________________________ 

 

(Make as many copies as you need.  One page for each topic.  If you have more than 2 sources, make a 

copy of this page.) 



Fused Outline 
 

I. Topic Sentence A:  

 

1. ________________________________________________ 

 

2. ________________________________________________ 

 

3. ________________________________________________ 

 

4. ________________________________________________ 

 

5. ________________________________________________ 

 

6. ________________________________________________ 

 

7. ________________________________________________ 

Clincher:  

 

 

 

Rough Draft Checklist: 
 

Clear Topic Sentence (highlight keywords)  ____ 

Dress Ups (Level A,B,C)  Sentence Openers (Level B,C)  Advanced (Level C) 

___ -ly word   ___ preposition   ___ dual adjectives 

___ who/which clause  ___ www.asia   ___invisible who/which 

___ strong verb   ___ ly word   ___ teeter-totter 

___ quality adjective 

___ www.asia 

___ because 

    

Other:  ___ no banned words 

Clincher repeats/reflects words from topic sentence (highlight words) ___ 



Style Tools – Using Clauses 
Level A: Adverb Clause in middle of sentence 

The simplest way to start using clauses is to start using clause words: 

 When, while, where, as, since, as, if, although 

Students should memorize this list.  An easy way to memorize these words is with the acronym 

www.asia.  “Because” can also introduce an adverb clause. 

Use at least one clause in each paragraph from now on.  Be sure to underline each clause.  Practice with 

the following sentences. 

Thomas Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence . . . 

 when _____________________________________________________________ 

 while _____________________________________________________________ 

 where ____________________________________________________________ 

 as ________________________________________________________________ 

 since ______________________________________________________________ 

 if _________________________________________________________________ 

 although ___________________________________________________________ 

 because ____________________________________________________________ 

Level B: Sentence Openers - Clauses 

As stated in Level A, adverb clauses can begin with the following: when, where, while, as, since, if, 

although.  As a sentence opener, your clause will obviously begin your sentence.  A comma is always 

necessary and the subject directly follows the adverbial clause. 

Practice sentence openers for the following “subject” sentence opener. 

Thomas Jefferson depended on books for his education and accumulated thousands of books for his 

library at Monticello. 

1.  When __________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  Where_________________ _________________________________________________________ 



3.  While _________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  As ____________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  Since __________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  If _____________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  Although _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Level C: Advanced Dress Ups – Adverb Teeter-Totters 

To make a teeter totter of adverbs, you will surround your VERB with dual adverbs and an adverbial 

clause.  The verb forms the fulcrum of the teeter-totter.  When you use this technique, the dual adverbs 

and adverbial clause will count as the minimum dress-up for the checklist. 

Dual “lys”(adverbs) – VERB – when, while, where, as, since, if, although (clause) 

   ^ 

Example:  The fox secretly and cruelly laughed as the foolish crow began to sing. 

     ^ 

Thomas Jefferson _____________ and ____________________ read books while __________________ 

           ^ 

___________________________________________ 

 

Jefferson ___________________ and ____________________ wrote since ______________________ 

             ^ 

____________________________________________  

                        

 

  



Short List of –ly words 
Absolutely finally  significantly silently  steadily  successfully 

bravely  frequently lightly  surely  humbly  thoroughly 

calmly  carefully happily  graciously probably quietly   

diligently eagerly  patiently kindly  willingly seriously 

furiously  

 

Longer lists of prepositions or –ly words can be found in 

Teaching Writing Structure & Style 

 

  

http://howtohomeschoolmychild.com/iew/teaching-writing-structure-style/


Writing Checklist 
Level A, B, C 
Presentation: 
___ Title centered & underlined 
___ Double spaced with Name, Date 
___ Clearly presented 
___ Double-spaced 
 

Level A                                   I        II        III       
Dress-Ups                            
“-ly” word                           ___    ___    ___   
Quality adjective               ___    ___    ___   
Strong Verb                        ___    ___    ___   
Who/which clause            ___    ___    ___ 
www.asia                            ___    ___    ___ 
Because                              ___    ___    ___ 
 

Mechanics 
___ Indent paragraphs 
___ Complete sentences 
___ Capitals (uppercase letters) 
___ Punctuation used correctly 
 
Structure 
___ Follows Model 
___ Paragraphs roughly same size 
___ Topic Sentence (highlighted 
keywords) for each paragraph 
___ Clincher Sentences (highlighted 
keywords)repeats/reflects 2-3 
keywords 
___Title reflects keywords of final 
sentence  

Level B                                   I        II        III      
Dress-Ups                            
“-ly” word                           ___    ___    ___   
Quality adjective               ___    ___    ___   
Strong Verb                        ___    ___    ___   
Who/which clause            ___    ___    ___   
www.asia                            ___    ___    ___ 
Because                              ___    ___    ___ 
 
Sentence Openers 
Subject                                ___    ___    ___   
“ly”                                      ___    ___    ___   
Prepositional                     ___    ___    ___   
Clausal  (www.asia)          ___    ___    ___ 
 

Style Tools 
___Underline dress-ups 
___ Sentence openers marked #s 
___No “banned” adjectives 
___No “banned” verbs 
 
Sentence Openers 

(1) Subject 
(2) Preposition 
(3) –ly word 
(4) ing/ed opener 
(5) Adverb clausal opener 
(6) VSS 

 
 
 

Level C                                   I        II        III      
Dress-Ups                            
“-ly” word  (dual)               ___    ___    ___   
Quality adjective (dual)    ___    ___    ___   
Strong Verb                        ___    ___    ___   
Invisible who/which         ___    ___    ___   
Adverb teeter-totter        ___    ___    ___ 
Because                              ___    ___    ___ 
 
Sentence Openers 
Subject                                ___    ___    ___   
“ly”                                      ___    ___    ___   
Prepositional                     ___    ___    ___   
Clausal  (www.asia)          ___    ___    ___ 

Let your student use this checklist to be sure he has done everything for this assignment.  When he has 

checked off every item at his level, he is done.  If you see some items to correct, use it as a teaching item 



in his next writing assignment.  In other words…just because red is a cool color …you don’t need to make 

it the color of your student’s paper.   

 

 

  



Writing Resources 

For more writing lessons about US History, try our US History Based Writing Lessons.  Here is the link to 

a review video about this resource. 

Explorers to Gold Rush:  http://HowToHomeschoolMyChild.com/ushistory1  

Civil War to Present:  http://HowToHomeschoolMyChild.com/ushistory2  

You can find other history periods and theme-based writing lessons in the listing of all IEW resources. 

Excellence in Writing provides the best resources on the market to teach your student “how” to write or 

to improve their writing.  To see a list of IEW products, go to this page: 

http://HowToHomeschoolMyChild.com/resources/homeschool-language-arts/ 

 

http://howtohomeschoolmychild.com/ushistory1
http://howtohomeschoolmychild.com/ushistory2
http://howtohomeschoolmychild.com/resources/homeschool-language-arts/

